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GLOSSARY
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
A high-quality bus service that operates much like light rail, providing frequent,
rapid service in dedicated transit lanes.
Critical Mass
A critical mass is the minimum amount of people and activity in a station area
required to support a transit type. For example, a local bus running every hour
has a lower critical mass than a high frequency light rail.
Complete Streets
Roadways that are designed and operated to ensure safe access for users of
all ages and abilities. Complete streets emphasize multi-modal networks for
pedestrians, bicycles, vehicles, and transit.
Density
Density is the amount of people living or working in an area. Density is
measured by dwelling units (DU) or jobs per acre.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
A Cabinet department of the US federal government that works to create and
execute policies that benefit and fund the development of residential and urban
areas. Policies are often geared toward disadvantaged communities.
Diverse
A mix of individuals and households with differing income, educational
attainment, age, ethnicity, family make-up and other characteristics.
Equitable
Distribution of and access to amenities including health care, healthy food
options, education, recreation, transportation options, jobs and housing for all
residents.
Equitable TOD (eTOD)
An eTOD provides strategies to counteract the negative impacts of the rising
cost of living in station areas.
Form-Based Code
Municipal regulations that require developments to adhere to a specific
physical form in addition to land use to achieve a desired outcome for the built
environment and public realm.
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High Capacity Transit (HCT)
High capacity transit (HCT) refers to faster, higher-volume transit services in
busier, denser travel corridors. HCT services typically move more people faster
and more efficiently than regular bus services, and operate seven days a week
from early morning until late night.
Housing Choice
The provision of varying types, sizes, and priced living options distributed
throughout the city.
Impact Fees
A fee that developers pay to a local government to offset the cost of public
facilities needed for new development. Includes new roads, utilities, drainage,
services, etc. that municipalities must provide to newly developed areas.
Improvement Districts
A specific geographic area in which a portion of tax revenues (often
accompanied by a tax increase) are used to fund projects within that area.
Infill Development
Infill development occurs on vacant or under-utilized land within existing areas.
This strategy is used to increase density and encourage a mix of uses within
existing developed areas.
Involuntary Displacement
When residents of an area are forced to relocate to a different location, often
farther from amenities or services, due to increased cost of living.
Joint Development Agreement
A Joint Development Agreement is made between two parties, often a land
owner and a developer, in order to work together and complete a project that is
mutually beneficial.
Land Banking
Land banking refers to the process of buying land or aggregating parcels as an
investment, with plans to hold it for a future use.

Light Rail Transit (LRT)
Light rail provides regional or local rail service that operates with one to three
car trains in high volume corridors. Service typically operates in dedicated lanes
in roadway medians, although underground and elevated service can also be
provided. Vehicles are powered electrically, with power drawn from overhead
wires.
Mixed-Income Development
Mixed-income development provides both affordable and market-rate housing
options within the same development, offering housing for people with a range
of income levels.
Mixed-Use Development
Mixed-use development contains a mix of land uses that may include retail,
entertainment, residential, office, and institutional. A mix of uses can either
occur vertically (within one building) or horizontally (along a block or street).
Multi-Modal
A multi-modal transit system is one that caters to multiple modes of
transportation including transit, motor vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians.
NextGen Transit
NextGen Transit is the evolution of public transportation leveraging advanced
technologies, such as autonomous systems, clean energy, predictive analytics
and dynamic responsiveness to optimize movement, enhance safety, offer
sustainable mobility choices, and spur new development.
Public Private Partnerships (P3s)
A long-term cooperative arrangement or contract formed between a private
entity and a governmental agency in the interest of funding or operating public
projects such as infrastructure improvements.
Smart Growth
Concentrated growth that plans for economic and community needs and
attempts to lessen the impacts of sprawl and vehicle-oriented neighborhoods
by creating walkable, compact, and mixed-use urban centers.
Station Area
A station area encompasses the half-mile radius that surrounds a transit station
and is where TOD is likely to occur.

Station Area Plan
A planning document for the area around a transit station that addresses
visioning, future land use, urban design, mobility, infrastructure, community
goals, and implementation,
Soft Costs
Development expenses not directly related to physical construction, including
design costs, legal or impact fees, insurance, permits, and taxes. Development
incentives are often geared toward a reduction in soft costs.
Subsidies
Public or government funding given to a private entity to lower the market
price of an item or induce investment. Subsidies lead to more affordable goods
(or housing) for consumers and can be used to steer development patterns.
Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
The use of increased tax revenue from a certain area to finance public projects,
redevelopment, and infrastructure in the taxed area or for a specific project.
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
Transit-oriented development, or TOD, is development that includes a mixture
of housing, office, retail and/or other amenities integrated into a walkable
neighborhood that is well-connected with quality public transportation.
TOD Typology
A TOD typology establishes an organizational framework and regional vision
for TOD by defining characteristics of future station areas within the region.
The TOD typology is based on existing land use and zoning policy and can be a
catalyst for updates to these policies.
TOD Types
TOD types are development patterns and layouts of potential TOD station areas
that vary based on characteristics such as land use, urban form, and density.
These development concentrations are directly influenced by their local and
regional contexts.
Walkshed
A walkshed is the path that people will walk to get to a transit station. It is
calculated using a half-mile, or approximately ten-minute walk, along a path.
A walkshed requires an existing pedestrian network, including sidewalks and
crosswalks.
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Chapter One | Introduction

INTRODUCTION
What is Transit-Oriented
Development?
TOD Station Area

Overview
On Board is a comprehensive transit plan for Southern Nevada that will identify
how enhancements to the current bus system, new high capacity transit
services and emerging transit technologies can improve future mobility and
accessibility for residents and visitors. Part of this process is developing the
land use and urban design vision for the station areas along the enhanced high
capacity transit network throughout the region.
Development situated along and supportive of high capacity transit can
come in many forms and can provide a myriad of benefits. A well thought-out
regional transportation and land use framework that closely links transit with
supportive development can increase the quality of life for the community and
leverage the public's investment.

Photo: Del Mar Station in Pasadena, CA
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What is TransitOriented
Development?
Transit-Oriented Development
(TOD) is a type of development
located close to high quality, high
capacity transit, that creates a
compact, walkable, mixed-use and
dense environment. TOD areas
contribute to liveable communities
and serve as activity centers that
provide a range of benefits to
the region, local community, and
individual households.

H

F

FRAMEWORK FOR GROWTH
TOD does not happen by accident.
It takes a coordinated effort to link
the multi-modal transportation
network with land use and urban
design strategies at the regional
scale. This holistic approach
to regional planning creates a
framework for sustainable growth,
connecting the places with the
highest concentration of people,
activities, and jobs to the highest
quality and best serving transit
facilities.
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Chapter One | Introduction

TOD Station Area
A station area encompasses the half-mile radius
that surrounds a transit station. The highest
intensity of uses and most dense developments are
typically located closest to the station itself, often
within a quarter-mile of the station where transit
access adds the most value.
A walkshed is the path that people will walk
to get to the station and is typically calculated
using a half-mile, or approximately ten-minute
walk along a path. While an area may be located
within a half-mile of the station as the crow flies,
development patterns, the street network, and
other elements of the built environment may create
barriers, extending the length of the walk to the
station beyond ten minutes. This often reduces the
actual portion of the station area that is well served
by transit. Increasing the effective walkshed of a
station is one of the most important objectives
when developing a TOD plan.

TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS
Station areas must support a mix of transportation
options to become viable TODs. In addition to
walking, station access should be provided by
bicycle, automobile and other modes of transit.
Common types of high capacity transit serving
TOD station areas include light rail (LRT), bus rapid
transit (BRT), and high frequency bus (every 15
minutes or less). A mix of transportation options
provides residents the best variety to meet their
travel needs.
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Chapter Two | Benefits of TOD

BENEFITS OF TOD
Societal Benefits
Environmental Benefits
Economic Benefits
Equitable TOD (eTOD)

Overview
Transit-oriented development (TOD) provides a range of benefits to the region,
local community, and households. These benefits include better health and
lifestyle outcomes; enhanced levels of access and connectivity for residents to
jobs, entertainment and retail opportunities; increased economic benefit and
investment; and options for more affordable and diverse housing.
To ensure that the economic benefits of TOD are equitable and inclusive of all
residents, careful considerations and strategic planning are required to avoid
displacement of the most vulnerable residents. Involuntary displacement results
when residents can no longer afford to live in an existing area because costs
of living in that location exceed the means of the current households. To help
prevent this, policies, such as inclusionary housing ordinances or regulatory
incentives that support a mixed-income approach, can help ensure that these
areas remain accessible to residents of different income levels, ages, races, and
family make-ups.
When planned appropriately, TOD provides dynamic mixed-use spaces that
support a diverse and active community.

Photo: Metro Station in Hollywood, CA
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Societal Benefits

Environmental Benefits

TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS

REDUCED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Providing a range of transportation options, from bike paths to dedicated
bus lanes, helps connect residents to the jobs, shopping, restaurants and
entertainment that are part of their daily lives. TOD that is part of a larger
regional network can further expand residents' access to the regional economy
and provide a convenient alternative to driving.

The shift from a car dependent community to a multi-modal one provides
residents with diverse transportation options outside of the personal vehicle, a
huge source of greenhouse gas emissions. A complete network, that connects
residents to the amenities they need, helps reduce dependence on private
vehicles, and ultimately, helps reduce the amount of greenhouse gases released
each day.

HEALTH
Station areas designed for the pedestrian provide safe and walkable
destinations for residents and encourage healthy lifestyles by making it more
efficient to walk or bike to daily amenities and services.

QUALITY OF LIFE
Active and vibrant public places found in TOD station areas become
destinations with opportunities for social interaction and engagement.
Residents with access to these lively areas benefit from an active lifestyle
as well as the conveniences provided with accessible and dedicated transit
options.

REDUCED SUBURBAN SPRAWL
Suburban, car-oriented development is typically low-density, dispersed growth
that prioritizes land uses that are sympathetic to vehicles – large parking
areas and wide streets – and encourages separation of residential uses from
employment and commercial centers. TOD has a more urban form, with
compact development that maximizes the use of land by building vertically
and encouraging walkable places that balance residential, employment and
commercial uses. TOD also encourages infill development, which converts
under-utilized land within an already developed area into a higher and better
use that contributes to the surrounding area.

A LOOK AT SOUTHERN NEVADA'S PEER CITIES
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SALT LAKE CITY, UT

DENVER, CO

Salt Lake City practices land banking, or buying undeveloped
land, near transit. The City later works with, and sells the land to,
private developers to create an eTOD.

Denver developed an incentive zoning program for the 38th
and Blake Station area which allows developers to build taller
buildings in exchange for providing affordable housing on site.
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Economic Benefits

Equitable TOD (eTOD)

REDUCED HOUSEHOLD TRANSPORTATION COSTS
By providing a variety of mobility options, TOD station areas reduce the need for a
personal automobile, resulting in decreased transportation costs for residents that
live within the station area. In transit-rich neighborhoods, households spend 16%
less of their income on transportation.

TOD investment can produce an economic climate that creates challenges
to low income residents by pricing them out of the community and their
homes. Equitable TOD (eTOD) provides strategies to counteract the
negative impacts of rising costs of living in station areas and ensure that
jobs are available to all residents.

EFFICIENT DEVELOPMENT PATTERN

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

The urban, compact development pattern of TOD promotes efficient and
sustainable infrastructure and development patterns. Less surface parking, in
particular, provides more developable space that can add value and increase
revenue in TOD.

Low-income residents often struggle to afford housing and the costs
associated with personal vehicle ownership, and in turn, these residents
tend to have a higher need for accessible and dependable transit. Ensuring
affordable housing is located in TOD areas helps to serve those who need
transit access the most.

INCREASED REVENUES
Since TOD is characteristically dense with a mixture of uses, this development
often results in increased property value and increased tax revenues from
higher sales and property taxes. These areas often serve as a catalyst for other
development and contribute to economically strong areas. TOD is better equipped
to withstand evolving economic climates and shifts in societal trends.

SAN DIEGO, CA
TOD improved the San Diego transit system by reaching further
into neighborhoods and providing residents greater options
between their first and final mile.

DIVERSE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Diverse employment centers that offer a variety of jobs for a range of skill
levels and educational attainment levels help to ensure that all residents
have convenient access to employment opportunities.

PHOENIX, AZ
"Reinvent PHX" is a regional effort that is making Phoenix a
model of sustainable growth along transit lines. Goals of the plan
emphasize increased affordable housing.
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Chapter Three | Characteristics of TOD

CHARACTERISTICS OF TOD
Building Form
Density
Mix of Uses
Activation
Street/Block Pattern

Overview
There are many flavors of TOD, from a mixed-use downtown environment to a
dense residential area. While all TOD requires a critical mass of people within
a station area, exactly when, how and why people are there varies from one
station to another.
Building form, density, mix of uses, activation, street/block pattern and
approach to equity are all characteristics that can be used to distinguish
different types of TOD. While TODs can share these common characteristics,
they can also vary significantly from one station area to the next throughout a
region.

Equity

Photo: Station on Washington in Minneapolis, MN
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BUILDING FORM

Building form defines how tall a building is and
how it relates to the street. For example, in
most station areas, buildings should be multiple
stories, have a strong street presence with
entrances oriented to the pedestrian environment
and uses that activate the ground floor. Height of
buildings may vary depending on the scale and
intensity of the station area. Less dense station
areas will likely have medium-low to medium
height buildings, whereas station areas in urban
centers or larger scale employment centers are
more dense and have a population and mix of
uses that would support tall to very tall buildings.
Regardless of the scale of the station area, TOD
areas should encourage wide sidewalks and
strategic setbacks that create space for a vibrant
pedestrian experience.
Photo: Marine Gateway in Vancouver, BC, Canada

Building Heights
MEDIUM-LOW

MEDIUM

TALL

1-5
STORIES

2-5
STORIES

5-12
STORIES

Setbacks
Setbacks define the street edge.

SETBACK
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VERY TALL

VARIABLE

12+
STORIES

HEIGHT DEPENDS ON
PREDOMINANT USE

STREET

SETBACK
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DENSITY

Successful TODs require a critical mass of people,
or density, within the station area at any given
time. Active station areas promote ridership
along transit lines and help to leverage the
public investment. Different densities translate
to different levels of transit investment. For
example, lower density areas with 5-20 dwelling
units (DU) or households per acre or 5-15 jobs per
acre would only support a local bus investment.
However, more dense areas, those with more than
30 dwelling units or households per acre and
more than 25 jobs per acre, can support more
expensive transit investments, such as light rail
transit (LRT). Creating higher densities and a well
curated mix of uses within station areas makes
communities more vibrant and economically
competitive.

Medium-Low Density

Photo: Division and 60th Station in Grand Rapids, MI

Medium Density

High Density

These densities represent the critical mass required to offset public investment in different transit types.

5-20

DU/ACRE

OR

5-15

JOBS/ACRE

LOCAL BUS

20-30
DU/ACRE

OR

15-25

JOBS/ACRE

BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT)

30+

DU/ACRE

OR

25+

JOBS/ACRE

LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (LRT)
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MIX OF USES

A mix of land uses, such as retail, entertainment,
residential, office, and institutional, can help
achieve a critical mass of people. An ideal
mix of uses balances live/work/play activities
that support sustained activity throughout the
day. Uses can be distributed both vertically or
horizontally. A traditional mixed-use development
includes a retail or commercial ground floor
with office or residential above. Horizontal
mixed-use can include office or residential uses
flanked by other uses such as commercial and
entertainment.

Balance Of Uses

Photo: Yale Station in Denver, CO

Types Of Uses

RESIDENTIAL

ENTERTAINMENT

WELL-BALANCED
MIX OF USES

INSTITUTIONAL

ONE PREDOMINANT
USE
RETAIL/COMMERCIAL
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OFFICE

OTHER/SUPPORTIVE
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ACTIVATION

An activated space is populated, lively, and
maintains a high level of safety. Day and time
of activation is a product of density and the
mix of uses prevalent in the area. Areas with
a high diversity and mix of uses are likely
to have sustained activation all times of the
day. In contrast, an area with a predominate
use or limited mix of uses may have limited
activation. For example, an employment area
with no supportive commercial, entertainment
or residential uses may only be active in the
morning and early evening on weekdays when
employees travel to and from work. These areas
may not support daytime, nighttime or weekend
activities.

Days Of Activation

Photo: Third Street Promenade in Santa Monica, CA

Times Of Activation

MORNING/DAYTIME

MORNING/EVENING

EVENING/NIGHTTIME

ALL TIMES
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STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

Street and block patterns can vary depending
on many factors, including the density of the
area, the age of the area, and if the area has a
more urban or suburban form. A dispersed and
car-oriented suburban style development pattern
with irregular streets tends to create a challenge
for resident walkability and transit access. In
contrast, a compact urban development pattern
with a consistent orthogonal grid layout tends to
facilitate higher levels of pedestrian access and
increased walkability.

20

Corridor

Regular

One primary street with
intersections spaced up to
a quarter mile apart.

A consistent orthogonal
grid pattern; short blocks
tend to facilitate higher
levels of walkability.

Photo: UNLV Campus in Las Vegas, NV

Semi-Regular

Irregular

A typically orthogonal grid
pattern with occasional
block combinations or
diagonal streets.

Streets are highly
customized or master
planned to the setting,
typically with both
orthogonal and
curvilinear streets.
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EQUITY

A mixed-income approach needs to be
incorporated into all station areas and TOD
investments in order to provide housing options
for people of all income levels. This approach
helps combat involuntary displacement and
ensures that areas undergoing rapid change
and transit investment remain accessible to
all residents. Equitable TOD (eTOD) policies
and approaches, such as inclusionary housing
policies, multi-modal transportation facilities and
required diversity of skilled labor employment,
help provide a balanced and affordable
community. Transit systems also benefit from
eTOD because ensuring that likely riders can
live and work near stations leads to increased
ridership.

Housing
Options

Diversity of housing
stock provides options
for residents of varied
income levels.

Photo: Seattle, Washington

Transportation
Options

Providing a range of transit
options helps connect
residents to employment and
educational opportunities
throughout the region.

Employment
Options

A range of jobs from entry
level to management provides
opportunities for residents of
all skills and abilities.

EQUITABLE
TOD (eTOD)
POLICIES AND
APPROACHES
WILL HELP
PROVIDE A
BALANCED AND
AFFORDABLE
COMMUNITY.
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Chapter Four | TOD Typology for Southern Nevada

TOD TYPOLOGY FOR SOUTHERN NEVADA
Las Vegas Strip

Overview

Downtown - Regional

A TOD typology is an organizational framework that establishes a regional
vision for TOD by defining varying characteristics of future TOD within a region.
It is based on existing land use and zoning policy, and it establishes a vision
for how the region will evolve into areas of TOD. A typology sets expectations
for regional growth and can be the basis for updates to local land use and
zoning code policies. Once a TOD typology is in place, it can be used in transit
planning to identify growth scenarios and calculate ridership projections,
further connecting the land use and transit planning processes to one another.

Downtown - Local
Urban Neighborhood
Town Center
Employment District
Medical District
Educational Campus

A TOD typology defines TOD types, which vary based on multiple
characteristics such as land use, urban form, and density. A functional typology
has enough types to capture the nuance and variety that exists within a region
while being simple enough to be applied consistently across jurisdictions.
Establishing a typology is a necessary step in planning and implementing TOD
and high capacity transit.

Entertainment District

Photo: Las Vegas, NV
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TOD Typology For
Southern Nevada
This TOD typology identifies nine TOD types that
are context-specific to Southern Nevada. The
density, building form, block layout, types of use,
time of activation and approach to equity differs in
each of the nine TOD types. These characteristics
are what make this typology unique to the region.

LAS VEGAS
STRIP

DOWNTOWN REGIONAL

DOWNTOWN LOCAL

URBAN
NEIGHBORHOOD

TOWN
CENTER

EMPLOYMENT
DISTRICT

MEDICAL
DISTRICT

EDUCATIONAL
CAMPUS

ENTERTAINMENT
DISTRICT

These TOD types represent the development
concentrations of Southern Nevada that have the
potential to become viable TOD station areas.
Considerations in drafting this typology included
recommendations and the Vision Map from
Southern Nevada Strong, existing land use and
zoning policies, and input from jurisdictions
throughout the region.

Photos, top to bottom, left to right:
Las Vegas, NV; San Diego, CA; Station on Washington, Minneapolis, MN;
Eastside Village, Plano, TX; Bethesda, MD; Dublin, Ireland;
Las Vegas, NV; UNLV Campus, Las Vegas, NV; Moda Center, Portland, OR
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LAS VEGAS STRIP

Unique destination with regional significance
and draw. Excellent public realm with
active building frontages. Large plazas and
sidewalks contribute to pedestrian gathering.
Wide central corridor with places of interest
distributed along a linear path.

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

PLANNED
DENSITY

ACTIVATION

High Amount
of Patrons
OR
Very Tall

Corridor

eTOD Strategies Include:
Employment and Transportation Options

BUILDING
HEIGHT

12-50+
Predominantly
Entertainment

Stories

50+

All Times

Jobs/Acre
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DOWNTOWN REGIONAL

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

BUILDING
HEIGHT

Large downtown areas that serve multiple
neighborhoods. Mix of uses, with abundant
housing and job opportunities. Grid street
pattern creates accessibility by various
transportation options.

PLANNED
DENSITY

ACTIVATION

30+

Regular

Predominantly
Mixed-Use

Tall

DU/Acre
OR

5-12

Stories

eTOD Strategies Include:
Employment, Housing and Transportation Options

26

30+

Jobs/Acre

All Times
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DOWNTOWN - LOCAL
Significant activity center for smaller
communities. Mix of uses including
residential and job opportunities. Mediumheight buildings create more of a suburban
atmosphere.

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

BUILDING
HEIGHT

PLANNED
DENSITY

ACTIVATION

20-30
Semi-Regular

Predominantly
Mixed-Use

Medium

DU/Acre
Or

2-5

Stories

eTOD Strategies Include:
Employment, Housing and Transportation Options

15-25

All Times

Jobs/Acre
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URBAN
NEIGHBORHOOD

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

BUILDING
HEIGHT

Medium density development that primarily
serves local residents. Mostly housing with
some retail and services.

28

ACTIVATION

20-30
Medium

Semi-Regular

eTOD Strategies Include:
Housing and Transportation Options

PLANNED
DENSITY

DU/Acre
Or

2-5

Predominantly
Residential

Stories

5-15

Jobs/Acre

Morning/
Evening

Chapter Four | TOD Typology for Southern Nevada

TOWN CENTER

Mostly retail/commercial uses with some
housing and public gathering spaces.
Local destination for residents and visitors.
Increased activity when special events take
place.

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

PLANNED
DENSITY

ACTIVATION

5-20

Medium-Low

Irregular

eTOD Strategies Include:
Employment and Transportation Options

BUILDING
HEIGHT

DU/Acre
OR

1-5

Predominantly
Retail/Commercial

Stories

15-25

Jobs/Acre

Evening/
Nighttime
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EMPLOYMENT
DISTRICT

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

BUILDING
HEIGHT

Active civic or office areas with some retail.
High amount of job opportunities and
patrons, with little to no residents. Strong
building-street relationship with large public
spaces.

30

ACTIVATION

High Amount
of Patrons
OR
Variable

Irregular

eTOD Strategies Include:
Employment and Transportation Options

PLANNED
DENSITY

1-12

Predominantly
Civic Or Office

Stories

25+

Jobs/Acre

Morning/
Daytime
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MEDICAL DISTRICT

A job center supported by medical, office and
retail uses. Strong building-street relationship
with limited walkability. High activity during
the day with many job opportunities.

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

BUILDING
HEIGHT

PLANNED
DENSITY

ACTIVATION

High Amount
of Patrons
OR
Variable

Irregular

eTOD Strategies Include:
Employment and Transportation Options

1-12

Predominantly
Medical

Stories

25+

Jobs/Acre

Morning/
Daytime

31
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EDUCATIONAL
CAMPUS

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

BUILDING
HEIGHT

High student activity during the day. Primarily
educational use with some on-campus
housing and retail. Excellent walkability with
large outdoor spaces.

32

ACTIVATION

5-20

Variable

Irregular

eTOD Strategies Include:
Employment and Transportation Options

PLANNED
DENSITY

DU/Acre
OR

1-12

Predominantly
Educational

Stories

15-25

Jobs/Acre

Morning/
Daytime
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ENTERTAINMENT
DISTRICT

CHARACTERISTICS
STREET/BLOCK
PATTERN

MIX OF USES

BUILDING
HEIGHT

High density and activity. Variable buildingstreet relationship and walkability. High
amounts of parking. Destination for special
events and gaming.

ACTIVATION

High Amount
of Patrons
OR
Variable

Irregular

eTOD Strategies Include:
Employment and Transportation Options

PLANNED
DENSITY

1-50+
Predominantly
Entertainment

Stories

25+

All Times

Jobs/Acre
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Chapter Five | Implementing TOD

IMPLEMENTING TOD
Planning for TOD
Development Incentives
How Other Jurisdictions
Incentivize TOD
Best Practices in Equitable
TOD

Photo: Las Vegas, NV

Overview
High capacity transit enhances markets, but it does not necessarily create the
demand needed for TOD. Local municipalities have a wide range of planning
tools and strategies that make TOD more feasible, including regional and
station area plans; regulatory tools that give plans more "teeth" such as zoning
ordinances, design guidelines and complete streets policies; and partnerships
that help leverage a project and ensure support. In addition, there are also
financial incentives for TOD that include municipalities providing reductions in
taxes, fees, or the time and money associated with approval processes, as well as
subsidies that are often funded by tax revenue, land banks, or federal programs.
While Southern Nevada is a unique urban environment that requires a strategic
combination of efforts to implement TOD, there are lessons to be learned
from the implementation steps deployed by other cities. The experiences of
communities around the country help to understand and articulate a framework
for station area growth and confirm the need for additional policies and
incentives to jump-start TOD. Equitable TOD in particular requires a focused
strategy. An inclusive approach is key to ensure that transit investments benefit
all residents equally in an area and that no one is being involuntarily displaced.
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Planning for TOD
CORRIDOR VISION

A region-wide plan for implementing TOD provides
a consistent strategic framework that connects
land use with transportation policy. Regional
TOD visioning also helps set long term policy
direction, which can help municipalities make
changes to zoning, develop design guidelines,
form partnerships, and institute more appropriate
development incentives. Development is guided by
a clear set of TOD recommendations as developers
often choose to follow these recommendations to
more easily navigate the review process.

Corridor Plans aim to create a cohesive linear
experience along vital corridors and can provide
a detailed vision for high capacity transit lines.
As a deeper dive from regional planning, corridor
planning begins to look at specific roadways
and the relationship between buildings and the
street. These plans often include implementation
strategies and are useful for planning high
capacity transit lines as station area plans are
often grouped at the corridor level in order to
achieve continuity along the line.

A well laid out TOD vision can evolve into more
enforceable planning tools such as design standards,
master plans, or area plans. The process of creating
these documents is significantly expedited by an
advisory plan. Such ordinances ensure consistency
with the regional TOD strategy. Southern Nevada
Strong and On Board provide a strong foundation
for the multi-step TOD planning and visioning
process in the Southern Nevada Region.

The Maryland Parkway project in Southern Nevada
is an example of a visionary corridor plan. Goals
of the project include creating a sense of place,
improving transportation options, increasing
safety and supporting redevelopment.

Transit
Oriented
Districts

COMPLETE

STATION AREA PLANS

Station Area Plans provide specific and easyto-implement guidelines for the development of
areas around high-capacity transit. Primary topics
addressed include land-use, density, bike and
pedestrian networks, green infrastructure, and urban
design and streetscape elements. Station area plans
can be implemented for all major stations in a region
or focus on locations deemed highest priority or
most suitable for the development of TOD.
A robust public process creates a plan in line
with residents' desires and is therefore easier to
implement. To ensure housing options for people
of all income levels and to combat involuntary
displacement, equity needs to be a key component
addressed in Southern Nevada specific plans.
The Livable Centers Study takes a district level
master-planning approach to station areas and
other similar programs that have begun to develop
TOD plans consistent with community needs and
the regional vision established in Southern Nevada
Strong.

Streets

DESIGN GUIDELINES
FOR LIVABLE COMMUNITIES

A Strategy for the San Diego Region
September 2015

PREPARED FOR

Regional Transportation Commission
of Southern Nevada
PREPARED BY

Ryan Snyder Associates
MARCH, 2013

City of Denver Denver TOD Strategic Plan, 2014
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San Diego Regional TOD Strategy, 2015

Southern Nevada Complete Streets Design Guidelines, 2013

south corridor station area plans

REGIONAL VISION

Uptown

South End

New Bern
Scaleybark
Woodlawn

Tyvola

Archdale

Scaleybark

Transit Station Area Plan

ADOPTED BY CHARLOTTE CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 27, 2008

Arrowood

Sharon Road West

I-485/South Boulevard

2009

NORTH CAROLINA MARVIN COLLINS
OUTSTANDING PLANNING AWARD
SPECIAL THEME CATEGORY
Sustainable Community Planning

Charlotte Scaleybark Transit Station Area Plan, 2008
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REGULATORY TOOLS

Development patterns and land use around TODs
can be further integrated through the use of
enforceable regulatory measures such as zoning
ordinances, design standards and guidelines, and
complete streets policies.
• Complete streets policies, like the Complete
Streets Design Guidelines for Livable
Communities adopted in Southern Nevada,
lay out a comprehensive plan for the region's
transportation network. It also provides
specific guidelines for street design that
supports TOD and safe and equitable streets.
• Design standards and guidelines provide
direction for development within a specific
area to ensure that projects are consistent
with the needs of TOD. Design standards
are typically more detailed and flexible than
zoning.
• A form-based zoning code can be used to
create development that is supportive of TOD
in desired locations by requiring building types
with strong street frontages, active ground
floors, and strong pedestrian connections.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

In Southern Nevada Strong, an emphasis was put
on broad community outreach and encouraging
the development of strategic partnerships with
private entities, advocacy groups, local and regional
jurisdictions, non-profits, and improvement districts
that support or incentivize TODs.
• Public Private Partnerships (P3s) enable cities to
enlist private sector participation in the delivery
and operation of public projects, including
assistance in financing, management and
operations, and asset leases. Advocacy groups
and non-profit organizations work to address
issues around affordable housing opportunities,
access to amenities, and environmental issues.
• Through collaboration and community outreach,
a Special Improvement District can be formed
to levy additional sales or property tax in a
specific area in order to fund neighborhood
improvements or specific projects.

MARKET ANALYSIS

In order to achieve an implementable vision,
a market analysis is an essential step in the
TOD planning process. To create vibrant
station areas and to ensure the ridership
levels that support the transit investment, a
mix of land uses and minimum densities are
often required. This analysis helps determine
whether the market in different station areas
is able to support the TOD vision immediately
or whether the station area needs a long-term
planning approach.
During this analysis, it is important to
account for the effects of design and transit
improvements on the market. If the market
is unable to support desired development,
incentives may be needed for early phases of
TOD. Even in robust economies, development
incentives are often required in order to ensure
ideal growth happens in TOD station areas.

• Joint development agreements can be used
to provide incentives for TOD projects by
providing valuable land, shared risk, and often
pre-existing community support.

Envision Utah non-profit organization and supporting entities

City of Waterloo Station Area Plans, 2016

City of Denver form-based zoning code, 2010

RTD FasTracks Eagle Public Private Partnership

Orlando I-Drive Business Improvement District
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Development Incentives
While the creation of High Capacity Transit lines and the use of various
planning and regulatory tools will encourage and support station area
growth, these steps are not necessarily enough to trigger the level of
development needed to achieve a vibrant and successful TOD. Often,
additional financial incentives or development strategies are required to
catalyze growth. This is especially true in the early stages of development
and to achieve targeted outcomes such as equitable TOD.

Development incentives can be used individually or bundled together
to provide the funding needed for TOD projects. Strategically chosen
incentives and policy levers can help direct the market to be more in line
with community values. Many types of incentives provide additional benefits
to developers that meet certain goals for affordable housing, density,
pedestrian-oriented design, etc. While not all incentives will be appropriate
for Southern Nevada, a specialized selection can meet the varied needs of
the region's municipalities and jump-start the market along transit corridors.

TAX ABATEMENTS
AND CREDITS

COMMERCIAL
AND RESIDENTIAL
SUBSIDIES

EXPEDITED PERMITS
AND FEES

LAND
BANKING

Tax abatements reduce costs
to developers by temporarily
decreasing property taxes. Credits
lighten the tax load of developers
that meet certain criteria, such
as creating units for low income
households or seniors. Both
methods are relatively easy to
implement as they do not require
an existing cash source and are
viewed favorably by communities.

Subsidies provide capital to
residential and commercial
development, often through
a Redevelopment Agency
that focuses on a particular
area or type of project. They
are typically funded by Tax
Increment Financing (increased
revenue through higher property
taxes) and have been shown to
be effective in incentivizing a
community's desired development
type. Grant funds can also be
used to provide capital subsidies.

Wait-time and permit-related
costs are reduced by fasttracking processes for desired
development types, which can
incentivize and accelerate growth
around station areas. While this
action does not have a major
impact on developer costs, it
comes at no additional cost to
stakeholders and tax-payers
and encourages desirable
development types.

Land banks are comprised of
public or community-owned
entities that buy vacant land or
abandoned/foreclosed properties
that can then be resold or leased
to developers committed to
development types in line with
community and municipality
desires. Land banks are often
funded through grants, tax
collection, fees, land sales revenue,
or rental income.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT WILL ENCOURAGE
TOD, BUT HCT MAY NOT BE ENOUGH BY ITSELF TO MAKE TOD HAPPEN.
INCENTIVES WILL ALSO BE NEEDED TO GET THINGS STARTED.

JOINT
DEVELOPMENTS

Joint Development agreements
take many forms, often providing
valuable land and reduce risk for
developers, as community support
has previously been established.
A municipality can acquire and
reserve property for TOD through
methods such as land banking
and then provide a developer
with a long-term lease. Design
guidelines for the TOD property
are usually established with public
process to guide development in
line with community values.

PARKING
REDUCTIONS

Zoning regulations and city
policies can be used to institute
lower parking requirements or
parking maximums. This can
be paired with support for paid
parking and bike and car share
programs. These regulations
reduce vehicle-oriented uses,
make station areas more multimodal and pedestrian friendly,
allow for more density on a site,
and encourage development by
lowering parking-related costs.

LOW INTEREST
GRANTS/LOANS

CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS

A variety of grants and lowinterest loans are available to TOD
projects, especially those that
focus on community development
or benefits for low income people.
Grants are competitive and usually
funded by federal programs and
the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. Loans are
provided by investors who are
repaid in a set period of time with
minimal interest.

Publicly funded projects are
identified by a local government,
often as part of a Capital
Improvement Plan (a short-range
means of identifying priorities and
financing). These improvements,
such as completing bike and
pedestrian networks or providing
new or updated infrastructure,
make an area more attractive to
development and save developers
the cost of making their own
improvements.
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How Other Jurisdictions Incentivize TOD
PORTLAND, OR

Metro's TOD Strategic Plan guides investments.
Significant tax abatements available to developers that
meet density and affordability requirements within a
station area. Metro also offers a grant program for new
TOD developments.

SALT LAKE CITY, UT
TOD Development Guidelines give
incentives for reduced parking and
higher density around stations. P3s
and non-profits help fund rail and TOD
programs. An expedited review process
helps meet TOD goals.

DENVER, CO

Form-based code rewards density near
station areas and P3s invest in HCT and
TOD. A TOD Strategic Plan guides growth,
and a TOD Fund directs resources towards
affordable housing around station areas.

PEER CITY
OTHER BEST
PRACTICES
MONTGOMERY CO., MD

SAN DIEGO, CA

TOD is a major priority in the
county comprehensive plan.
Density bonuses and reduced
impact fees attract mixeduse, affordable development
in station areas. Parking
maximums are implemented
around many stations.

SOUTHERN
NEVADA

A regional TOD
Strategy, TOD Design
Guidelines, and
an accompanying
Complete Streets
Plan guide citywide
development. Grants
are provided for TOD
implementation and
funded by a citywide
sales tax measure.

PHOENIX, AZ

TOD Regional and District Plans have supported tax
increases and zoning changes in TOD overlay zones.
Reduced parking requirements and impact fees in
TOD zones incentivize and guide development.
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CHARLOTTE, NC

Major public funding given for
infrastructure improvements and
enhanced connectivity around
station areas. TOD Districts
added to zoning code require
mix of uses, pedestrian-friendly
design, and parking maximums.

DALLAS, TX

Regional TOD Guidelines lay out TOD
policy. Subsidies are provided to TOD
development in station areas through Tax
Increment Financing (TIF) districts, using
future tax revenue to fund projects.

ORLANDO, FL

The city's comprehensive plan includes a
Complete Streets strategy. Significantly
discounted impact fees encourage highdensity and TOD development. A resort area
improvement district funds transit projects.
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Best Practices in Equitable TOD

Photo: Fruitvale Village in Oakland, CA

Photo: Hollywood/Western Station in Los Angeles, CA

Photo: Mercy Othello Plaza in Seattle, WA

FRUITVALE TRANSIT VILLAGE, CA

LOS ANGELES, CA

SEATTLE, WA

Originally planned as a parking expansion, Fruitvale
Village—with the help of the non-profit Unity
Council—was completely re-imagined through years
of political activism and community participation.
Phase one of the mixed-use development,
completed in 2004, hosts local businesses, social
services, and more than 20% affordable units.
Community resources include a library, senior center,
preschool, and clinic. Phase two, set to be complete
by the end of 2019, is 98% affordable units with 21%
of those going to homeless veterans.

Metro, LA County's regional transit agency, has
been the driving force for equitable Transit Oriented
Communities. Metro operates a joint development
program that works with developers to build
TODs on Metro-owned properties. There are over
15 completed Metro joint development projects
including Hollywood/Vine, One Santa Fe, Grand
Central Market.

In an effort to limit involuntary displacement and
address the needs of underserved communities,
a Growth and Equity Plan was developed for the
Seattle region. The plan worked with community
coalitions to determine strategies for racial and
social equity, especially in vulnerable station areas.

Rooted in social equity, the community-planned
TOD provides low-income residents with access to
amenities and services, walkable and vibrant public
space, and HCT. The village received more than
two-thirds of its funding through subsidies including
federally funded grants, loans, bonds, a TIF district,
and private investment.

Through robust public processes and community
engagement, Metro creates Development
Guidelines unique to each station area. Developers
must commit to following the Development
Guidelines and to providing a minimum of 35%
affordable units for every TOD.
Development is incentivized through discounted
land. A Loan Program provides subsidies through
funding from public agencies, non-profits,
foundations, and other local organizations.

Through a series of grants and funds, Seattle
created the Community Cornerstones Program and
a TOD loan program to preserve communities where
significant transit development and investment are
occurring. Land is purchased near planned stations
and used for mixed-use affordable developments.
The regional transit agency leases land to
developers that commit to developing TODs using a
comprehensive community outreach process.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR SOUTHERN NEVADA
TOD Readiness
Market Readiness
Southern Nevada Strong
Implementation

Overview
The population of Southern Nevada is growing rapidly. In 2015, the Southern
Nevada Strong Regional Plan (SNS), recognized this growth and established
a community vision to guide future development. By identifying existing
development trends in the region, strategic TOD investments can better guide
development and help realize the regional vision. By working towards this
vision, SNS and RTC's other active efforts are helping to provide efficient and
reliable transportation and spur development of affordable housing and varied
job opportunities for the region.

Next Steps

Photo: Las Vegas, NV
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TOD Readiness
Development trends in Southern Nevada have
included mostly low-density, suburban housing.
As the region's population continues to rise, there
is a need for more job opportunities, affordable
housing, and transportation options. Transitoriented development (TOD) is an approach that
addresses each of these needs and contributes to a
regional plan that will guide future development.

BUILDING FORM/DENSITY
Density in Southern Nevada is regionally relatively
high, but it is not concentrated enough to make
HCT as successful as possible.
Building form contributes to increased density and
activity, which can help achieve critical mass for
high capacity transit. Improvements to building
form in Southern Nevada may be achieved through
a combination of infill, redevelopment and new
development projects.

MIX OF USES
Current development in Southern Nevada is
predominately single-family residential, with
frequent clusters of casino, hospitality and
commercial areas. Town centers and shopping areas
are typically separated from residential areas.
Mixed-use TOD can benefit Southern Nevada
communities by connecting the places residents
live, work and play.
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MULTI-MODAL
Southern Nevada benefits from a strong local bus
system and a good distribution of high frequency
transit corridors. The strong multi-modal presence
provides transportation options and connects
people to different live, work and play destinations.

STREET/BLOCK PATTERN
Much of Southern Nevada consists of wide
arterial roadways with intersections spaced at
large intervals, which create barriers and reduce
walkability. While the arterial grid is an effective
network for transit, the local grid supports low
levels of connectivity and hinders people from
accessing the larger, more efficient transit network.
To create compact, walkable TOD areas, Southern
Nevada needs to improve pedestrian connectivity.
As properties within station areas are redeveloped,
jurisdictions should encourage smaller block sizes
and more frequent crossings in order to create a
safer and more convenient pedestrian experience.

Photo: RTC Downtown Express Bus in Las Vegas, NV

EQUITY
According to the Southern Nevada Health District,
nearly 12% of families in Southern Nevada are living
below the poverty line. As the region moves toward
TOD, a priority of the planning process is creating
affordable housing and middle-skill job options
(jobs that require a high school diploma but no
college degree).
Typically, residents under the age of 16 or over the
age of 65 are the most transit dependent because
they are unable or less likely to drive a vehicle.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, these age
groups account for about 35% of the population in
Clark County.

Photo: Suburban residential development in Las Vegas, NV

Photo: Downtown Summerlin in Las Vegas, NV
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Potential TOD Locations

ON BOARD’S TECHNICAL
ADVISORY GROUPS IDENTIFIED
POTENTIAL TOD LOCATIONS
AND TYPOLOGIES. THIS MAP
SHOWS THE LOCATIONS
WHERE THE STUDY’S ANALYSIS
INDICATED HIGH CAPACITY
TRANSIT AND TOD WOULD
WORK WELL TOGETHER.

Map: Potential TOD locations identified by On Board's Technical Advisory Groups
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Southern Nevada Strong
A foundational element of the On Board transit plan
is the Southern Nevada Strong Regional Plan (SNS).
SNS is a community vision that was developed for,
and inspired by, local citizens. The plan establishes a
policy framework adopted by multiple jurisdictions
and published in 2015 after three years of research
and outreach. SNS expressed regional support for
intentional growth and a shift in development patterns.
An issues and opportunities analysis was done and land
use, mobility, interagency collaboration, outreach, and
equity were identified as the area's top priorities.
To remain economically competitive, Southern Nevada
aims to attract growth in the target industries of
Tourism, Gaming, and Entertainment; Health and
Medical Services; Business IT Ecosystems; Clean Energy;
and Logistics and Operations. Mixed-use walkable
neighborhoods, access to HCT, and employment
and educational centers are key to attracting these
industries. To stimulate desired development patterns
and discourage growth on the fringes of the region,
investment is needed in existing neighborhoods to
encourage infill and revitalization.
SNS advocates for the creation of Complete
Communities that give the area's growing population
access to diverse housing choices and amenities, a
determining factor for quality of life and environmental
and health issues. Significant financing and coordination
is needed to create affordable housing, encourage infill,
provide access to HCT, jobs, education, and amenities,
and to move away from auto-oriented development.
One of the main issues identified by SNS is continued
residential development on the far edges of the
city while employment centers continue to grow
downtown creating long commutes and congestion.
Better transportation infrastructure and the supporting
densities of people will provide residents of all incomes
with equal access to services, benefit the environment,
and improve the efficiency of regional systems.
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Implementation
One of the SNS's Implementation Priority
Strategies is to “Pursue light rail and improved
transit options in low and moderate income areas,
including improvements to make walking and
biking pleasant, safe and viable transportation
options.” SNS's implementation is currently being
spearheaded by the Regional Transportation
Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC). Since RTC
began administration of the Regional Plan, SNS
has facilitated discussions around transit oriented
development and the future of infill development
across the metro area. This included an initial
discussion about creating mixed-income/affordable
housing policy along public transit corridors.
Other tools include offering financial incentives,
enhancing business and arts districts, and aligning
plans and zoning to target the desired industries and
development types.
The SNS Implementation Office will continue
convening and empowering Southern Nevada
leaders to plan toward development that includes
higher density, higher-capacity transit, and
more walkable communities that could include
creating a regional TOD implementation policy.
In coordination with the RTC’s On Board transit
plan, SNS Implementation Office will continue to
facilitate peer exchanges with communities that
have successfully implemented TOD and share best
practices from around the country. The Southern
Nevada Strong Vision Map is the starting point for
community level discussions about how to translate
these regional policies into local action.
In addition to implementing SNS, RTC has a number
of other active efforts that are ongoing to support
the region's high capacity transit and transit
oriented development vision.
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MARYLAND PARKWAY
Maryland Parkway is a corridor adjacent to the Las Vegas Strip that connects McCarran Airport, UNLV,
Downtown Las Vegas and several other major destinations. This corridor carries nearly 10,000 transit
passengers daily and is a target area for infill development and TOD investment. Several construction
projects along Maryland Parkway are currently underway.
Conceptual renderings of Maryland Parkway
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Moving Forward
Establishing a regional vision specifically for high
capacity transit and TOD can be a daunting task.
Southern Nevada is addressing this challenge
head-on.
Through the On Board planning process, Southern
Nevada is engaging in crucial conversations about
how the land use and transit system can mature
together. Over the coming years, local jurisdictions
and regional agencies must continue to collaborate
in order to achieve this important regional vision.
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